The use of distributions and high-level features from deep architecture has become commonplace in modern computer vision. Both of these methodologies have separately achieved a great deal of success in many computer vision tasks. However, there has been little work attempting to leverage the power of these to methodologies jointly. To this end, this paper presents the Deep Mean Maps (DMMs) framework, a novel family of methods to non-parametrically represent distributions of features in convolutional neural network models.
Introduction
Modern computer vision has seen extensive use of two separate machine learning methodologies: deep architectures and learning on distributions. However, research has only just begun to consider the joint use of these two methods. In this paper we present deep mean maps (DMMs), a novel framework to jointly use and learn distributions of high-level features from deep architectures. We show that DMMs are easy to implement into existing deep learning infrastructure, and are able to improve the results of existing architectures on various datasets.
A substantial amount of work has been devoted to constructing distribution-based features for vision tasks. These distribution-based approaches are often patch-level his- * These two authors contributed equally.
togram features such as bag of words (BoW) representations [22] , where the "words" are local features such as histogram of gradients (HoG) [2] or dense SIFT features [25] . More recent developments have extended distributionbased methods beyond histograms to nonparametric continuous domains [30, 27] . Such methods are adept at providing robust representations that and give a holistic, aggregate view of an image helpful in complex classification tasks.
Deep architectures, which compose many layers of computational neural units, have recently achieved a tremendous amount of success in computer vision tasks by replacing hand-designed features with learned convolutional filters. In fact, deep architectures, often convolutional neural networks (CNNs), have almost become the de-facto standard in some datasets with their recent success [33] . It is believed that the depth and hierarchical nature of deep CNNs lead to top-level convolutional features that exhibit semantically meaningful representations [20] . Typically, the last levels of these features are then concatenated and fed through a few fully-connected layers to obtain a final classification result.
It would be informative to study the distributions of these high-level features in an image for supervised tasks (e.g. scene classification), rather than treating the extracted features simply as a vector. In this paper we address the lack of the application of distributions in deep architectures through the development of a deep mean map layer, which will provide a fast and scalable featurization of top-level convolutional features that will be representative of their distributions in a nonparametric fashion.
This combination of distribution-based and deep architecture approaches has seen some initial success with an ad-hoc method of extracting features from distributions of fixed, pre-trained high-level features [39] . However, there has yet to been work that jointly learns high-level features and uses their distributions for supervised learning tasks. To this aim we present deep mean maps, which do so in a scalable, nonparametric fashion.
Deep mean maps employ mean map embeddings [7, 34, 35] , which with the use of random features [31] , provide a finite-dimensional nonparametric representation of distribu-tions of top-level features for discriminant learning. We will show that deep mean maps can be implemented with typical CNN machinery, making both forward and backward propagation tractable for learning effective features and discriminant models based on their distributions.
Outline The rest of the paper is structured as follows. First, we detail our DMM framework in Section 2. We then study its behavior on a synthetic problem and illustrate its efficacy on several real-world datasets in Section 3. Section 4 then discusses the relationship to other method and gives concluding remarks.
Method
In this section we explicate our framework for learning high-level descriptive features, whose distributions are used in supervised image classification problems.
We focus on deep architectures of convolutional networks, which we briefly discuss below; however, our framework extends to other architectures. We show how to treat the distributions of high-level features of convolutional networks as inputs to aid in learning tasks via mean maps [34] . Furthermore, we show how to learn supervised tasks using mean maps in a manner that scales to large datasets via random Fourier features [31] . Lastly, we demonstrate that one can incorporate mean maps into a convolutional network to perform supervised tasks whilst tuning the network's highlevel features for this purpose.
High-level features from deep architectures
The use of deep architectures for learning high-level descriptive features has been extensively explored over the last decade [9] . It is believed that the deep architectures present in many modern models are instrumental to learning features for both supervised [16, 14] and unsupervised [21, 15] tasks. While such high-level features may be extracted in a variety of different deep architectures, we focus on deep convolution neural networks (CNNs) [17, 18, 19, 16] .
CNNs have been used with great success in many vision tasks. Inspired by the study of visual cortices [17] , CNNs use successive applications of locally-receptive convolution, subsampling, nonlinear transformation, and normalization layers. Through their localized nature, CNNs enjoy a reduction in parameters over general neural networks and may exploit the spatial structures present in image data. Furthermore, with the use of modern non-linear units such as ReLUs [28] , efficient GPU implementations, and large datasets, modern CNNs have been able to employ more layers to achieve state of the art performance [14, 37] . The high accuracy and spatial structure of deep CNN models make the outputs of top-level convolution layers excellent high-level features for image classification. Thus, we look to leverage the distribution of these features to perform supervised tasks.
Scalable mean map embeddings
The main tool that we will use to learn with distributions of high-level features are mean map embeddings, which we detail below. We show how mean map embeddings, along with random features [31] , can be implemented using typical CNN layers for scalable learning of distributions of high-level features in vision tasks.
Mean map embeddings
Mean map embeddings (MMEs) of distributions serve as a way to embed distributions into a reproducing kernel Hilbert space (RKHS) [7, 34] , allowing one to apply many familiar kernel methods, such as SVMs and GPs, to datasets of distributions through the kernel trick. Formally, the MME of a distribution P in the RKHS induced by a kernel K(x, y) = φ(X), φ(y) H is defined as:
If K is a characteristic kernel (as is the RBF kernel), then µ P uniquely identifies P [35] . Moreover, one may apply an element of the RKHS f ∈ H to µ P by:
Thus, given that we may compute the inner-product between the embedding of a distribution P in the RKHS, µ P , and another element of the RKHS, f , we may set up a loss w.r.t. (2) to learn over distributions.
Sample estimates
Of course, the calculation of µ P necessitates the population mean of E X∼P [K(X, ·)], which will not be available in real-world data. Instead, one typically computes a finite sample estimate of µ P given a sample X = {X j } n j=1
iid ∼ P :
Furthermore, one may compute f, µ X H as:
Hence, we may apply kernel methods to distributions
when given a data-set of sample sets
Random feature embeddings
Unfortunately, due to the computation of a N × N Gram matrix of pairwise kernel evaluations, the application of kernel methods to the dataset D = {X i } N i=1 will scale as Ω(N 2 ) -intractable for modern image datasets containing millions of images. To mitigate this, one may use the mean embedding of random features [31, 32] to estimate kernel evaluations in an approximate finite primal space. That is, for a shift-invariant kernel K(x, y) = k(x − y) with k : R d → R ≥0 and k(0) = 1 we have that
where ρ is the spectral distribution of k (i.e. its Fourier transform). Thus, we can approximate the kernel evaluation K(x, y) using a finite dimensional dot-product, even for characteristic kernels induced by an infinite feature map like the RBF kernel. For the RBF kernel,
we have that ρ(ω) = N (ω; 0, σ −2 I). Furthermore, using the random feature map z(·) we can approximate the mean map µ P as:
Moreover, we can approximate the inner product of µ Pi and
where ψ = ∞ l=1 α l z(x l ). Hence, we see that one can estimate RKHS inner products of mean maps as finitedimensional dot products in a primal space induced by the random features z(·). Thus, we may avoid the costly Ω(N 2 )
scaling by working in this approximate primal space. Below we expand on how to learn high-level features whose distributions are used in supervised tasks through mean map embeddings of random features.
MMEs of CNN features
Given that CNNs have proven to be successful feature extractors for classification tasks, it is only natural that we look to study the distributions of said features across spatial dimensions. For many vision tasks, such as scene classification, the distribution of filter values will be highly informative, since we expect the presence of features across various locations to be relevant for such supervised tasks. In fact, [39] achieved state-of-the-art performance whilst only considering fixed, pre-trained simple parametric approximations of the distribution of high-level features through ad-hoc summary statistics. In a similar vein, [26] uses a final global average pooling layer on convolution features that "sums out the spatial information," "is more robust to spatial translations," and generalizes better. One can view this global average pooling as representing the distribution of features by its mean; our method allows richer (and, in fact, unique) representations of these distributions. We now illustrate how to include a layer that computes the mean map embedding of convolution filters in order to both learn informative features and use their distributions to discriminate in supervised tasks.
Suppose that the top convolution layer of a CNN (after any subsampling) produces a tensor C i ∈ R m×h×w for the i th input image fed forward through the network, where here m is the number of convolutional filters, and h, w are spatial dimensions of super pixels (see Figure 1) . We wish to consider the distributions of the m × 1 vectors of filter values:
where
we will calculate the MME of X i (1) in what we term as the mean map layer. The mean map layer calculatesμ Xi and propagates it forward in the network, allowing one to classify images with distributions of high-level features that are tuned for this distributional representation. We now show that the mean map layer can be represented in terms of standard CNN mechanisms. Specifically, the mean map layer performs: D scaled 1 × 1 convolutions that are biased by uniformly random offsets, a cosine nonlinearity layer, and global-average pooling. One can see thatμ Xi (7) is computed as the mean of the set of vectors
D×h×w be the tensor where (14) ... since it may be factored into linear operations above in the network. To compute these vectors, and their mean we perform (see Figure 1) : (14) is just a 1 × 1 convolution. Hence, we perform D 1 × 1 convolutions (one for each frequency ω d ).
Cosine Z i is computed via a cosine layer that computes element-wise cosines to the convolutions above.
Global Pooling The computation of the d th element ofμ Xi is just the average:
I.e.μ Xi is computed via global average pooling of the channels in Z i .
Hence, it is clear that the mean map layer is efficient to implement and train in terms of existing CNN operations and layers.
Note that in practice one may learn the kernel used in the mean map by learning frequencies
iid ∼ ρ (where ρ is the spectral density for the kernel, e.g. N (0, σ −2 I) for the RBF kernel). Furthermore, one may learn the scale for a fixed kernel; e.g. one may learn the bandwidth of the RBF kernel in the MME by drawing {ω d }
D d=1
iid ∼ N (0, I) and parameterizing the cosine layer in terms of a ∈ R as:
where here σ 2 = e 2a , and can be learned via backpropagation.
After being fed through the MME layer (with the globalaverage pooling of random features), the i th image in a batch will have the mean map embedding of its top-level convolution features,μ Xi ∈ R D , computed. These vectors can then then be fed through the network in a fully connected fashion to perform learning w.r.t. a loss. Note that linear operations of the MME vectors,μ T Xi ψ where ψ ∈ R D , may be interpreted as an RKHS inner-product with an element f ∈ H (12). Moreover, it is straightforward to perform back-propagation through the MME layer by calculating derivatives of (14, 16) w.r.t. inputs and parameters.
Empirical Evaluation
We demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach on two image classification problems. All experiments are implemented in the Caffe deep learning framework [11] ; code will be made publicly available.
Synthetic Data
Below we show the ability of the mean map layer to uncover visual distributional patterns with a simple synthetic data example.
We generate data using a bank of M = 112 texture images found in the Colored Brodatz Texture (CBT) database [1] . Each class represents a distribution of patches in the generated images over the texture bank. We consider a dataset of 8 such classes, generated at random. Specifically, the i th class corresponds to a mixture of 30 Dirichlet distributions, P i , where each mixture component has support in the M -dimensional simplex (one dimension for each texture image). Given the Dirichlet mixture for the class, we generate a 120 × 120 image as follows: pick a random location for a 12 × 12 patch uniformly at random, draw π ∼ P i , pick a random patch from each image {p j } times. We generated a set of 800 total training images (100 per class) and 4000 test images (500 per-class).
We used a simple CNN network with the following structure: a convolution of 58 filters with kernel sized 12 × 12 and a stride of 1; a ReLU layer; 12 × 12 max pooling with a stride of 6. We appended a mean map layer to the end of the network (mml). We also compared to appending two hidden layers each of 4096 nodes with ReLU non-linearity (hid), or directly classifying on the max pooled features (lin). Each network was trained with SGD.
We look at the test accuracies of the aforementioned three networks on a subset of 80 training images (10 from each class) and all 800 (see Figure 3) . It is interesting to note that even with only 10 instances from each class mml is able to almost perfectly distinguish the classes, and outperforms the other networks by a large margin. This is because the mml has the built in mechanisms to learn over distributions of images features and thus may do so in a sample efficient fashion. Figure 3 . Accuracy vs. time for synthetic data experiment. Blue curves correspond to the accuracies for the mml network with the mean map layer. Green curves correspond to the lin network, which feeds max-pooled filters directly to a classifier. Lastly, red curves correspond to the hid network, which uses two hidden layers to classify. Solid and crossed lines indicate a training set of 80 and 800 respectively.
Adaptation
In this section we illustrate the effectiveness of deep mean maps on several real-world scene classification datasets. We shall begin with a network trained on the ImageNet dataset [33] and fine-tune it for each dataset.
Datasets
Flickr Style The first dataset we consider, known as Flickr Style, was assembled by [13] . It contains 80,000 images in 20 style categories defined by user groups such as "Bright," "Noir," "Long Exposure", "Geometric," and "Romantic." We use the standard 80-20 train-test split, and further divide the training images with an 80-20 trainvalidation split for model selection. Figure 4 shows an image from each class.
Wikipaintings This dataset, also assembled by [13] , contains about 83,000 images in 25 genres including "Impressionism," "Baroque," "Surrealism," and "Cubism." Each category contains at least 1,000 images. We divide the dataset randomly into 53,140 training, 13,285 validation, and 16,612 test images. Figure 5 shows an image from each class.
Places The Places-205 dataset [40] contains 2,448,873 training, 20,500 validation, and 41,000 test images in 205 scene categories, including "runway," "ski resort," "trench," "kasbah," and "dorm room." The test labels are not public; submissions must be scored on a server run by the authors of [40] . Figure 6 shows sample images.
Networks
We consider both a minor variation of the model of [14] known as CaffeNet (bvlc reference caffenet), and the GoogLeNet model of [38] (bvlc googlenet). We fine-tune each network with SGD, with a consistent learning rate schedule for each architecture, and pick the model of our occasional snapshots with highest validation accuracy. Training time for each variant is comparable to the original network.
We extend these networks to use mean map layers (with 4,096 frequencies) in the following ways:
Replacing By replacing the fully connected layers with a mean map layer after the top-level features of the CNN, we look to classify solely on the mean map embedding of these top level features.
Replicating One may send the top-level features both to a hidden layer as well as to a mean map layer; this allows one to classify with a combination of the vectorized top-level features and the mean map embedding.
Forking Furthermore, rather than sending the same toplevel features into the hidden and mean map layers above as in replication, one may learn two sets of distinct top-level-features to be fed to a hidden and mean map layer respectively.
We also consider the following variants on each model:
Dropout Add a dropout layer after the mean map embedding. This may encourage the network to avoid relying on any one frequency in the random embedding, thereby more faithfully replicating the kernel.
Hidden Add a fully-connected hidden layer between the mean map embedding and the classifier.
Frequency Learning Optimize the individual frequencies sampled, rather than just their scale.
Model selection was performed on the validation set; the three best MME models, along with the original model, were each scored on the test set.
Results
Tables 1-3 present adaptation results for each of the three datasets for both CaffeNet and GoogleNet with the three best DMM extensions (DMM type) on the validation set and the "base" model (DMM type "None").
The best model variant picked according to validation score nearly always outperform the equivalent "base" model on the test set on Flickr Style and Wikipaintings. Hence we see that DMMs, through the use on distributions of top-level features, are able top improve existing deep-architectures. Furthermore, while the flexible nature of the mean map layer allows it to extend existing networks in many different variations, DMMs seem to generalize well empirically. Thus, a simple validation set approach is effective for choosing how to extend a network's architecture with DMMs.
Conclusion

Related Work
As previously mentioned, deep architectures for learning high-level features has been explored in a myriad of work [9, 16, 14, 21, 15 ]. While such high-level features may be extracted in a variety of different deep architectures, we focus on deep convolution neural networks (CNNs) [17, 18, 19, 16] . Modern CNNs have been able to employ more layers [14, 37] without unsupervised pretraining thanks to their reduced parameterization (as compared to general neural networks), recent advents in training methods and nonlinear units [10, 28] , and large datasets [33] .
Also, a great deal work has been devoted to constructing distribution-based features for vision tasks. These 
Replacing
Replicating Forking Figure 7 . Illustration of each method for extending existing deep models. Top-level refers to the feature from the last convolutions layer.
Replacing here we append a mean map layer to the top-level convolutional features. Replicating here we copy the top-level convolutional features and feed one copy to the mean map layer while passing the other copy through to classification layers. Forking here we make two distinct top-level convolutional features, one that is fed to a mean map layer and the other is fed through to classification layers.
distribution-based approaches are often histograms such as BoW representations [4, 22] , HoG features [2] , and dense-SIFT [25] . Moreover, there have been efforts to extended distribution-based methods to nonparametric continuous domains [30] . There has been work that explores the use of distributions of high-level deep architecture features with ad-hoc features from distributions of fixed, pre-trained high-level features [39] . In contrast, this paper learns high-level features and uses their distributions in a scalable, nonparametric fashion with mean maps.
Mean map embeddings [34, 7, 35] have served as a practical and flexible method to learn using datasets of sample sets drawn from distributions [27, 36] . Furthermore, the use of random features [31, 32] has allowed for scalable learning over distributions [29, 12, 24, 5] . Mean map embeddings have also been used extensively for the comparison and two-sample testing of distributions [7, 8, 6] . Recent research has also explored the use of mean maps in deep architectures for building fast sampling mechanisms, by conducting two-sample tests between generated sample points and original data [23, 3] ; this work differs from ours in using mean maps in the loss function, rather than in the architecture itself.
Remarks
This paper presents DMMs, a novel framework to jointly use and learn distributions of top-level features in deep architectures. We showed that DMMs, though a mean map layer, may use the mean embedding of top-level features to non-parametrically represent the distributions of the features.
The use of mean embeddings with random features allow the mean map layer to non-parametrically represent distributions of top-level features whilst still scaling to large image datasets. Also, inner-products on the mean embeddings through the network are interpretable as RKHS inner products on the distributional embeddings, allowing one to build a strong theoretical foundation [36] . Furthermore, we showed that the mean map layer may be implemented using typical CNN operations, making both forward and backward propagation simple to do with DMMs.
Moreover, we illustrated the aptitude of the mean map layer at learning distributions of visual features for discrimination in a synthetic data experiment. We saw that even with very few instances the mean map layer allowed a network to quickly learn to distinguish visual distributional patterns in a sample efficient manner. Lastly, we showed that DMMs may be used to extend several existing state-ofthe-art deep-architectures and improve their performance on various challenging real-world datasets. Indeed, the mean map layer prove flexible and capable of extending networks an a variety of ways; due to a propensity to generalize well, it is simple to choose an extension method with a straightforward validation set approach. Thus, it is clear that the DMM framework can successfully build on the myriad of state-of-the-art deep architectures available. Table 3 . Adaptation results on the Places dataset. Boldface indicates best score for CaffeNet and GoogLeNet.
